The spin-resolved photoemission spectroscopy is utilized to study the spin dependent electronic structures of solids and solid surfaces. The spinand angle-resolved valence band spectra of ferromagnetic Ni are investigated by comparing with an atomic model and a one-electron band calculation. The electron correlation effects which appear in the spin-resolved photoemission spectra are discussed. The spin dependent electronic structures of S atoms adsorbed on Fe(100) surface are also investigated.
Introduction
After the first observation of synchrotron radiation fifty years ago, the photoelectron spectroscopy has been continuing to be one of the major experimental techniques of solid state spectroscopies to investigate electronic structures of atoms, molecules, solids, solid surfaces, etc. One of the main reasons is that many new techniques such as angle-resolved photoemission, resonant photoemission and spin-resolved photoemission spectroscopies reveal new physical aspects of the electronic structures of solids [1] . The other is that by the development of insertion devices, more than two or three orders of higher intensity of light are now available for photoemission experiments than usual synchrotron radiation from a dipole magnet. It has been expected that the third generation synchrotron light sources consisting of many insertion devices will enable us to obtain photoemission spectra of various kinds not only with higher energy resolution than ever, but also with higher spatial resolution, some of which have already been achieved.
Photoelectron intensity from a solid is given in the dipole approximation by where r is the position coordinate of the electron in the solid, Ii) and f) denote initial and final states of the electron system of the solid with energy of ea and e f and with momentum of ka and k, and k is the momentum of a photoelectron.
When the electronic states of a solid could be described by Bloch functions, a term representing momentum conservation including Umklapp process, δ (kf -ka -G)
with a reciprocal vector G, is to be added to Eq. (1), and this term gives the angular distribution of the photoelectron intensity depending on ki. Hence, each peak appeared in the energy distribution curve (EDC) of photoelectrons corresponds to an initial electronic state of the solid. Although it is not quite simple, we can obtain an electron energy band dispersion of the solid by comparing the measured EDC with a calculated band dispersion based on the one-electron approximation (Fig. 1) . In general, a photoproduced hole relaxes through various decay processes including an electron-electron interaction and/or an electron-hole interaction, and this relaxation will cause the change of the spectral profile. In the approximation, where the interaction between the out going photoelectron and the electron system left behind is small (sudden approximation), the interactions between electrons in solid are renormalized into the self-energy Σ(k, ei) and
is called the spectral function. In the non-interacting limit, A(k, ei) = 5(e f -ei -hv) and spectral features of EDC consist of δ-functions at the binding energies expected by the one-electron approximation. In the simplest case, where the Σ (k, ei) is energy and momentum independent, the spectral function has a Lorentzian form with the width of 2|ImΣ| and ReΣ determines the shift of the binding energy from its one-electron approximation. Hence, many body effects due to the interaction between a photoexcited hole and the electron system will appear in the spectra through the self-energy as the shift of the peak position, the formation of satellites, the asymmetric spectral features of the main peak, etc. In other words, the spin analysis of photoelectron spectra reveal the information on the spin-dependent many body interactions in solids.
In this article, we will concern with the spin resolved photoemission spectroscopy of ferromagnetic materials. After a brief introduction to the spin resolved photoemission experiment, we will describe the spin-and angle-resolved valence band spectra of ferromagnetic Ni, including its satellites and MVV Auger spectra followed by 3p electron excitation. We also describe the spin-dependent electronic structure of S adsorbed on Fe(100) surface.
Spin-resolved photoemission experiment
The electron spin analysis can be achieved by utilizing the spin dependent elastic and inelastic scattering processes between photoelectrons and electrons in solids [2, 3] . The spin polarization of the electron is described as P = tr(pσ), where o-is the Pauli spin matrix and p is the spin density matrix. With the definition of the quantization axis normal to the scattering plane ( Fig. 2) , the spin polarization of incident photoelectrons is defined with the difference of the electrons with their magnetic moment parallel (N j) and anti-parallel (N T) to the quantization axis, Practically, the spin resolved energy distribution curves are more instructive. They are derived using the photoelectron intensity measured at left (NL) and right (NR) detectors and the sensitivity of the spin polarimeter, Sefy (effective Sherman function), Among various kinds of electron spin polarimeters, such as the high energy Mott detector, low energy Mott detector, the spin LEED detector and diffuse scattering detectors, the Mott detectors are adopted due to its advantage to be able to determines the absolute value of the spin polarization of incident photoelectrons [4] . In general, the efficiency of the spin polarimeter ranges between 10 -3 and 10 -4 and we need more than 103 times intense photons to obtain reliable spin-and angle-resolved photoemission spectra which could stand for a precise analysis as the ordinary angle-resolved photoemission spectra. For example, to obtain the spin polarization within an error of 1% by a polarimeter with Seff = 0.1, we need more than 10 8 incident photoelectrons.
Spin and angle-resolved photoemission spectra of Ni(110)
The electronic structure of ferromagnetic Ni has been the subject of intensive studies as a prototype of ferromagnetic transition metals with a strong electron correlation. The valence band photoemission spectra of Ni show that the Fermi level exists in the 3d band, which reveals the itinerant character of 3d electrons [5] . On the other hand, the valence band spectra show satellite structures which reflect the strong electron correlation between 3d electrons at the photoexcited state [6] [7] [8] . In Fig. 3a and b, we show a set of majority and minority spin spectra of Ni(110) observed in normal emission for excitation energies between 20 and 90 eV. The binding energy difference between each corresponding peaks in the majority and minority spin spectra is due to the exchange splitting. The spectral features of the majority and minority spin spectra consist of valence bands with two major peaks and satellites and show photon energy dependence, which corresponds to the dispersion along the T -K-X direction. The peaks near the Fermi level correspond to the El and Σ4 I bands of the majority and minority spin state, respectively. The other peaks at higher binding energy correspond to the Σ3 T and Σ3 I bands. The Σ1 T and Σ1 I bands are discernible as broad features which manifest band dispersion around 6 eV (not shown here). The observed binding energies of majority and minority spin bands are smaller than those calculated on the basis of the one electron approximation, which has been compared with the spin integrated spectra [9, 10] .
By the quantitative analysis of the spectra we found that the binding energy difference between different Ni 3d' bands in the majority spin spectrum is smaller than the one in the minority spin spectrum. The energy difference between Σ4 and L"3 bands in the majority spin spectrum at K-point which was observed at excitation energy of 35 eV was 0.8 eV, while it was 0.85 eV in the minority spin spectrum. This implies that the correlation of Ni 3d electrons in the majority spin bands is stronger than in the minority spin bands.
According to the recent calculation based on an itinerant electron model [10] , the self-energy correction was found to narrow the band width and the exchange splitting as compared with their values calculated within one electron approximation. It was expected that the width of the majority spin band is smaller than the minority spin band due to stronger electron correlation. The aspects of the majority and minority spin bands observed in Fig. 3a and b qualitatively agree with the calculation [11] .
Valence band satellites of Ni(110)
In the valence band photoemission of Ni, satellite structures have been observed up to 30 eV below the Fermi level and attracted much attention for many years. Most works have dealt with the satellite at 6 eV below the Fermi level, which corresponds to a two-hole bound state localized at a Ni atom and exhibits a strong resonant enhancement at the 3p threshold [12] . The strong electron correlation enables us to understand satellites by the theories based on an atomic model, qualitatively [13, 14] . Figure 4 shows the majority and the minority spin spectra of ferromagnetic Ni at an excitation energy below the 3p threshold. In Fig. 4 the photoelectron intensity of the majority spin satellite is larger than that of the minority spin state, which causes the positive spin polarization of the 6 eV satellite region. Distinct features in both majority and minority spin spectra are observed in the 6 eV satellite. In the majority spin spectrum a broad feature with weak peaks at 6.4 and 5.5 eV is observed. In the minority spin spectrum, a broad feature has a weak peak at 5.6 eV.
If we adopt the atomic model, where the 3d8 final state localized at a Ni, atom, the intense peak at 6.4 eV in the majority spin satellite corresponds to the " G final state which dominantly contributes to the positive spin polarization of the 6 eV satellite. The weak peaks around 5.5 eV both in majority and minority spin spectra correspond to the " D and 3 P final states, respectively. In the figure, the spectral feature corresponding to the 3 F spectrum in the minority spin state is not clearly resolved. This might be due to the broad and weak features of the 3 F state. Figure 5 shows the majority and minority spin spectra around 9 eV of the binding energy in an expanded scale. We could observe the weak spectral feature only in the majority spin spectrum, which corresponds to the " S 3d8 final state and is consistent to the expectation by the model [14] . It has been observed that another weak satellite exists around 13 eV below the Fermi level. This satellite has been interpreted corresponding to the 3d 7 final state configuration and is known to be resonantly enhanced at the 3p threshold [15, 16] . Figure 6 shows the majority and minority spin spectra at the 13 eV satellite region. In the present work, the 13 eV satellite was observable only near the 3p threshold and the resonant enhancement of the majority spin state is much larger than that of the minority spin spectrum, which implies that the doublet 3d 7 final state is dominantly enhanced at the 3p threshold.
MVV Auger spectra of Ni
As well as the valence band and core level photoemission spectra, Auger electron spectra reveal the information on many electron effects in the photoexcitation and decay processes. However, there have been only a few experiments on the spin resolved Auger electron spectroscopy. On Ni, Landoldt and Mauri and their co-workers [17] show that the spin polarization of the MVV Auger spectra depends strongly on the screening of the core hole by other conduction electrons. They explained the spin polarization of MVV Auger spectra by the model that far above the 3p core electron excitation threshold, the photoexcited core hole will be screened by electrons in 4s and 4p states and the Auger electrons do not show sig- nificant spin polarization. On the other hand, near the 3p threshold, when 3p core electrons excited, it will be excited to the unoccupied 3d states and 3d electrons participate to the core hole screening, which will in turn results significant spin polarization of Auger electrons. In this explanation, the Auger electrons which is excited by larger photon energies than 3p threshold will not show significant spin polarization. However, we have observed the Auger electrons excited far above the 3p threshold do show the large spin polarization (Fig. 7) [18] . This means that not only 4s and 4p electrons but also other valence electrons including 3d electrons will participate to screen the 3p core hole and cause the spin polarization of Auger electrons.
S/Fe(100) system
Due to its high surface sensitivity, the spin-and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy is expected to become a useful technique to investigate the spin dependent surface electronic structures of magnetic and non-magnetic materials and of atoms and molecules on solid surfaces.
Sulfur atoms adsorbed on Fe(100) surface are known to occupy four-hold hollow sites and to form c(2 x 2) structure. The electrons of S valence in the ground state is 3p44s2 configuration and form bonding states with Fe 3d state on Fe(100) surface. In the angle-resolved photoemission spectra, S 3p-Fe 3d bonding states are observed as two peaks with a small binding energy difference. They are originated from S 3p,z and 3N, y states. From the spin resolved spectra shown in Fig. 8 , more precise information could be obtained [19] . We observed the spectra at excitation energy of 52 eV corresponding to the F point in the Brillouin zone where the difference between the spin-resolved 3p| and 3p1 spectra could be more obviously observed than the M point. In the figures, we observe that both T spin and I spin spectra consist of two prominent peaks and that the spectral width of T spin spectrum is larger than f, spin spectrum. This implies that the lifetime of 3p| photoexcited hole is shorter than 3p1 hole and hence, the hole screening by Fe 3d| valence electrons might dominantly occur.
On the other hand, the observed exchange energy of 3p z state, ∆pz, is larger than that of 3p, y states, ∆pz,y. On the assumption that the hybridization strength V between Fe 3d and S 3p states does not strongly depend on spin, the exchange splitting of each 3p state will be proportional to | V|2. Hence, ∆pz > ∆px,y implies that on Fe(100), the hybridization between S 3p2 states and 3d2 2 states of Fe atom in the second layer is larger than that between S3px ,y states and 3dyz,zx states of Fe atoms on the topmost layer.
In conclusion, we have described the spin-and angle-resolved photoemission spectra of ferromagnetic Ni(110) valence band. It was shown that the photoexcited final state effect and its spin dependence originated from the strong electron correlation of Ni could be observed in the spin-and angle-resolved photoemission spectra. We also showed that the spin-and angle-resolved photoemission is useful to investigate the spin dependence of electronic structures of adsorbates on solids.
